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SELF-STORAGE VALUATION GROUP
Colliers International Valuation & Advisory Services (CIVAS) is a leading provider of real estate valuation and consulting services that plays
a pivotal role in today’s business climate. An accurate and well supported opinion of property value can mean the difference between
reaching a critical goal-securing a loan, closing a sale, reporting to investors, or choosing the best asset for your business or portfolio.
Our team has completed over 2500 assignments in the last three years and added several senior professionals throughout the country
including professionals in Canada and Latin America. Our commitment to high-end client services, coupled with Colliers International
unparalleled market intelligence and resources, differentiates us as the firm of choice in the real estate industry.

PORTABLE UNITS: REAL ESTATE OR PERSONAL PROPERTY?
Whether they are small portable units or
large shipping containers, many owners
have maximized the income of their site
with portable storage units. Owners, buyers,
sellers, lenders, and tax assessors often
debate whether or not these units should be
treated as real estate or as personal property.
Jeff Shouse MAI, CRE While each situation can vary, the method of
National Self-Storage categorizing the property is becoming more
standard. In terms of obtaining financing,
Director
most owners would like to see the units
valued as real estate and included in the net rentable area (NRA).
But for this to happen, the units typically must meet one of these
tests:

This leads to the question of how lenders and appraisers value the
FF&E. The two easiest methods are to separate out the income and
expenses attributable to the portable units and apply an appropriate
capitalization rate (it is common to be significantly higher than a rate
for storage), or to estimate cost new and factor in the appropriate
amounts of soft costs, depreciation, and entrepreneurial incentive
associated with the portable units.

•

Does the county assessor value them as real estate?

•

Have the units been permanently affixed to the ground or to
each other?

•

Do the overall size and positioning of the units on the site
suggest they function as permanent structures?

Another pitfall is to include income from business services related to
picking up and delivering pods to and from customers. This income
should be excluded as it is business enterprise value in nature and
not attributable real estate or FF&E. Once an appropriate allocation
has been made to FF&E, all parties will be able to appropriately
weigh the risks and benefits of these units.

If the portable units do not
meet any of these tests,
then the units should
not be included in the
subject’s NRA, and it may
be necessary to separate
out value attributable to the
FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures,
and Equipment) when
considering the overall
value of the facility. We often council clients when dealing with
valuation, the conversation about these types of units should be
had at the beginning of a process, acquisition or refinance, versus
the end! Recently we have been asked to include rent from portable
units, based on the assumption that the units are secured to the
ground or to each other. The estimated costs to secure the units
can range from $100 to $250/unit. As one owner stated, this is a
win/win for a property owner, a lender will include the income for
financing and for tax purposes they are still considered personal
property.
It is common for lenders and the industry to allow an amount for
“miscellaneous” or “other income” without requiring separate
considerations for FF&E. This percentage is usually 10% (+-). If
income from units is lower than the lender’s threshold for “other
income,” then value the FF&E separately may not be necessary. If
portable income exceeds the lender’s threshold, then it is common
for underwriters to obtain an estimate of overall value attributable
to FF&E.
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The greatest pitfall is to attribute all of the portable rental income
to the portable units. In reality, because the portable units occupy
ground on the self-storage facility, some of that rent is attributable
to real estate. Outdoor RV storage spaces of similar length make
great comparables for estimating this ground rent. However, they
should be reduced by 10% to 30% based on the reasoning that pods
do not require the spacing that RV’s require.

If you would like a consultation on how to maximize value with
portable units or how to value existing units please contact Jeff
Shouse, MAI, CRE on the CIVAS self-storage specialty practice
group.
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OPPORTUNITY ZONES & SELF-STORAGE
There has been much talk of Opportunity Zones since their creation by the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017. Their
purpose is to spur economic development in distressed areas by encouraging long-term investments through
substantial tax breaks. More than 8,700 areas in the U.S., encompassing ±10% of the U.S. population and ±12% of
the land were designated as Qualified Opportunity Zones (QOZ). As of April 17, 2019, the U.S. Treasury issued new
regulations to stimulate more investment in QOZs as many investors were waiting on the sidelines due to some
ambiguous language in the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017.
Matt Bilger MAI, MICP

WHAT ARE OPPORTUNITY ZONES AND HOW DO I GET IN ON THE ACTION?

Do you have capital gains (either on paper or a cash distribution) or plan on having them either from the sale of real
estate, stock, or some other investment? If you don’t, unfortunately, you will not be able to benefit from Opportunity
Zones. If you do, you understand that capital gains tax will cut into your return. Once you receive your capital gains you have 180 days
to invest those gains into a Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF) either as a corporation, partnership, or LLC. 90% of a QOF’s funds must
be invested in a Qualified Opportunity Zone (QOZ). This consists of investment in either a QOZ Business Property (real estate) or in the
purchase of stock, partnership interests, or LLC interest in a QOZ Business. Investment of infrastructure and start-ups in QOZs is also
permitted. There are many more requirements for the QOZ Business and QOFs that will raise money to invest is a multitude of properties
and business, selling shares to investors with capital gains. Given the context, this article focuses on the QOZ Business Properties.
Columbus, OH

According to a March 2019 Yardi Matrix Bulletin on the topic, they found that within QOZs there are either in place or under construction
1.9 MM multi-family units, 960 MM SF of office space, and 180 MM SF of self-storage space. Focusing just on the self-storage, Yardi stated
that as a percentage of total space, properties in OZs that are in place or under construction represent 11.4% of total self-storage space.
It also noted that an additional 12 MM SF of self-storage space is planned or proposed in opportunity zones.
Self-storage is a popular use in QOZs as redevelopment of underutilized properties (which, oftentimes, happen to be in QOZs) has been
a very hot trend in the industry over the past few years.
TIME LIMITS AND SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
So you have a QOF and you invested your capital gains in a property in a QOZ within the 180 day time limit. If your QOZ Business Property
is improved with a building that you intend to convert to self-storage, congratulations! Your reward is that another time limit has begun!
You now have 30 months to make a “substantial improvement” to the property. What is the substantial improvement? You must double the
value of the improvements on the land. For example, you buy a vacant building for conversion for $1,000,000. Your friendly neighborhood
appraiser values the property at the purchase price and allocates $200,000 as the land value. Since the improvement value is $800,000
you must invest at least $800,000 into the property within 30 months. Having appraised many self-storage conversions, at least in the
Midwest, the renovation and conversion costs almost always far exceed the acquisition costs of the improvements.
If you purchased vacant land for ground up construction of self-storage, the substantial improvement rule doesn’t apply. Some argue that
most investors will opt for ground up construction because of this, however, with the popularity of self-storage conversions, if you have
capital gains to invest, converting in an opportunity zone is a no brainer.
REMOVING PAINS FROM CAPITAL GAINS
So now that your QOF has a QOZ property and it has been converted to self-storage within 30 months, what are the tax benefits everyone
is so excited about? Well, as appraisers love to say, “It depends.” It comes down to how long you keep the investment. Here are the three
tax incentive benefits:
1.
2.
3.

Deferral of your initial capital gain
Partial forgiveness of initial capital gain
Forgiveness of additional capital gains

Going back to our example, where the initial capital gains were $1.0 MM. Instead of paying capital gains taxes when earned, by investing
in a QOF, you get to defer taxes until either you sell the QOF or Judgement Day; in this case known as December 31, 2026. So, the first
benefit is deferring capital gains tax payment until the end of 2026.
The partial forgiveness of the initial capital gains depends on how long you hold the investment in the QOF. If you hold for longer than
5 years, there is a 10% exclusion of the deferred initial gain. If you hold on to your investment for longer than 7 years, this exclusion is
bumped up to 15% of the deferred initial gain. In other words, after 5 years you only owe capital gains taxes on $900,000 (90% of $1.0
MM) of your initial capital gains; and likewise, after 7 years you would owe capital gains taxes on $850,000 (85% of $1.0 MM) of your
initial capital gains.
Particularly astute readers will note a potential problem. Since Judgement Day comes on December 31, 2026, if an investor wants to fully
maximize the incentives offered by an QOZ, they only have until December 31, 2019 to invest their capital gains into a QOF and purchase
a QOZ property. What are you waiting for? Buy that QOZ property and call your local Colliers affiliate before it’s too late!
Hyperbole aside, even if you make an investment in a QOZ after December 31, 2026, you can still enjoy the 5 year, 10% exclusion on the
initial capital gain, and that isn’t event the best part! If you hold on to your QOZ converted self-storage facility for 10 years you get 100%
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forgiveness on all additional capital gains! Continuing our example, you decide to sell your converted self-storage facility after 10 years
and your friendly neighborhood appraiser values it at $5,000,000. Assuming that you invested prior to December 31, 2019, you already
paid 85% of your initial capital gains tax in 2026. Therefore, you will pay no new capital gain taxes on the $4,000,000 of additional (new)
capital gains after the 10+ year hold. This can have a massive impact on an investor’s return.
INVESTMENT VALUE VS. MARKET VALUE
If you don’t have capital gains to make the initial investment, you can’t take part in this program limiting participation of many investors.
You also have to make sure that you invest those capital gains in a QOF and invest in a QOZ property. While you can defer the initial tax
on capital gains until you sell the property, if you don’t hold for at least 5 years you get none of the other benefits. Since the primary
benefits of an OZ investment are dependent on an investor’s actions long after the purchase and are not transferable to potential buyers,
any increase in value due to a property being in a QOZ from the initial investor’s perspective would be considered Investment Value as
opposed to Market Value. Investment Value is defined as:
The value of a property to a particular investor or class of investors based on the investor’s specific requirements. Investment value may
be different from market value because it depends on a set of investment criteria that are not necessarily typical of the market.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Opportunity Zones potentially offer a great way for an owner to boost their ROI by mitigating their taxes on capital gains.
This can have a large impact on investment value and given the booming trend of self-storage conversion of troubled or vacant real estate
(often in QOZs) taking advantage of these incentives makes a good deal of sense. Even with the government’s April 17, 2019 regulations
making investing in QOZs easier; due to the restrictions in-place, limiting the investor pool, as well as considering that the magnitude of
the tax benefit largely fluctuates based on the investor’s future actions and are not transferable to potential buyers, it does not have an
impact on the Market Value of self-storage properties.

MORE MONEY FROM YOUR SALE
The occurrence of buyers coming directly to owners with purchase offers is standard operation in this industry.
They are looking to buy these properties off market in hopes to get a good or below market deal. What we do for
owners looking to sell and/or test the market is we put an opportunity in front of all major self storage owners, large
private equity investors, Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITS), operators and developers. This is the only way to
ensure you are receiving the maximum amount of cash the industry is willing to pay for your asset(s). Taking this
approach has proved successful too many times to count for owners. A few recent examples are outlined below:
Thomas Gustafson
CCIM

Cleveland, OH
+1 216 409 3186

Matt Davis

Cleveland, OH
+1 440 570 9003

Ashley Compton
Nashville, TN
+1 615 850 2774
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• We sold a four property portfolio in November 2018 in a primary market. We consulted with the owners and
gave them our market valuation. However, they decided to try and sell these assets on their own to a large
operator who approached them directly. After going through significant time and retrading by the purchaser,
the owners came back to us and asked us to exclusively list their portfolio. So we did and had significant
interest and several offers immediately after taking this deal to market. As a result of our efforts, we were
able to move the price up $11,000,000 from the retraded figure, the off market buyer reduced their offer to.
After our buyer negotiated the price downward to account for necessary repairs or account for the condition
of these properties (through due diligence discovery), the owners still made $9,000,000 more than what they
would have made from the attempted off market deal, a whopping 20% difference between accepting an off
market offer and using us to market the property.
• Another deal we were involved in sold for nearly $100 per square foot more than a very comparable property
that sold in March 2019 (i.e. based upon rentable space). These two properties are in the same market and
are very close to one another. They are both industrial conversions with strong/stabilized occupancies and
similar rental rates. Really there is not many differences at all between the two properties other than about
30,000 square feet. We point this out because the sale in March 2019 for nearly $100 PSF less to an off
market buyer. The deal we got our current client was the result of the owners giving us an exclusive listing,
which allowed us to take this opportunity to the entire self storage industry. Pitting several buyers against one
another really drove pricing!
• An owner in the Midwest had received an offer from a mid size operator on a property that had physical,
economic and surrounding market challenges. In others words a true Class C property! While presenting our
valuation to the owner we learned the offer on the table was about $800,000 below the lower end of the range
we said we could achieve from the industry. We closed at $900,000 above the direct offer.
Thru an exclusive listing agreement with a self storage broker you’ll not only get the maximum price paid by the
market, but you’ll enjoy a valuable relationship with your broker. If your thinking about selling now or in the near
future we would be happy to provide to you a market valuation of your property. Please contact us at
thomas.gustafson@colliers.com +1 216 409 3186 or matt.davis@colliers.com +1 440 570 9003 or visit our website
at www.TheSelfStorageTeam.com.
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WINE STORAGE NICHE
Across the country consumers in affluent residential areas are demanding specialized storage for luxury items. In the
last 10 years, wine storage has emerged as a profitable niche storage option, despite the increase in traditional selfstorage supply. Wine storage targets a small demographic but offers a high price per square foot return that usually
exceed climate-controlled storage. Lockers are rented monthly based on the locker’s case capacity or square-footage.
Rents vary based on location, facility features, and storage capacity. Rental rates range from $14/SF to nearly $30/SF
in South Beach, Miami, and $20/case to $30/case in Napa, California.
Daniel Harmon
Destin, FL

These units range from small to mid-size lockers, conventional storage units, and pallet storage. Lockers can be
constructed from a variety of materials, including prefabricated metal, plywood boxes, cages of wooden slats, elaborate
oak or redwood lockers with louvered doors, or any combination.

Wine Storage Lockers

Wine Storage Units

Wine Storage Warehouse

THREE KEY FEATURES
Wine-storage operators offer three key features that appeal to customers: (1) the right environment, (2) security and (3) stability.
State-of-the-art facilities feature motion-activated lighting, limiting the amount of ultra violet
light exposure. Minimizing the effects of light exposure during wine storage enhances the
quality. Facilities are typically Class-A construction with high-end décor and tasting rooms.
Wine needs to be stored at 55 degrees and humidity of approximately 70%. An improper
temperature will cause the wine to age quicker, while incorrect humidity can affect a bottle’s
label and cork. Security features include biometric access, state-of-the-art alarms, motion
detectors, digital camera recordings and fire suppression systems. Gas generators ensure
buildings are temperature and humidity controlled during power failure.
WINE CELLAR VS PROFESSIONAL STORAGE
If you own fewer than 500 bottles, annual storage fees often total less than 1.5% of your
collection. In contrast, the cost of maintaining a home cellar can reach $900/month in
added electricity costs alone, excluding the cost to build the cellar. Storage fees for some
warehouses might seem high at first, they are typically more cost-effective than building a
home cellar.

SPOTLIGHT – WECOME TO OUR SELF STORAGE TEAM
Dylan specializes in the valuation of freehold and leasehold self-storage facilities, child care centres and service
stations throughout Australia and New Zealand, providing wholly independent, reliable and confidential advice to both
leading industry participants and active lenders within the sector.
Dylan has also had considerable exposure across all asset classes.

Dylan Adams
AAPI, CPV, MRICS

Sydney, CBD

Valuations completed have been for a variety of purposes: including market value for finance and financial reporting,
development, feasibility, disposal due diligence, insurance, family law, rental assessments, and determinations.
Dylan’s excellent organizational skills and attention to detail allow him to complete significant assignments within the
requested timeframes to a high standard.
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KNOWING YOUR END-USER
One of the major factors to consider when entering the self-storage market, is understanding the end user.
Why is there a substantial difference in success between self-storage and other real estate? What are the key
elements that give self-storage the extra edge for surviving tough economic times? The first thing an investor
must understand is what happens to the end user–residential and commercial customers–during the swings in a
market’s economy.
During times when a market is experiencing an economic recovery, business begins to thrive, employment
opportunities increase and the sales of new and existing single-family homes start to climb. One would expect
Kurt Smook
self-storage properties to do well; most often, they do. An evaluation of typical self-storage property rent rolls
Portland, OR
during this time would usually show a high percentage of mobile customers–people moving into the market for the
first time or customers “buying up” from starter homes. As the market increases, so does their spending power, which in turn increases
the demand for storage of those goods purchased.
On the commercial side, increased business activity means an increased volume of self-storage commercial tenants. Conversely, when
the economy starts to falter, the same happens to business, employment and real estate in general. However, the reverse effect still
causes the same mobility that most often benefits self-storage.
People begin moving out of the market or selling their homes and moving into smaller homes or apartments or consolidating households.
Commercial businesses downsize or look to self-storage for a more economic means for storing inventories as self-storage typically
leases for less on a per square foot basis than typical office or retail space. A faltering economy does have a negative impact on selfstorage, but compared to other commercial real estate, tends to fair better. During downswings in the economy, multifamily occupancies
drop as much as 25 percent, while office and retail occupancies drop as much as 25 percent or more. Who are the office and retail
tenants? Businesses that have failed or downsized operations typically move to a cheaper property, or move to another market. This is
lost income to office and retail properties, and it is not recovered until the market’s economy improves. However, this mobility and need
for more affordable space benefits self-storage.
Self-storage will also have an initial drop in occupancy, which differs from one market to another, but usually averages between 15
percent and 20 percent. However, a typical leverage self-storage property has a breakeven occupancy rate between 60 percent and 75
percent. Compare this to leveraged multifamily, office and retail properties with a break-even occupancy rate between 80 percent and 90
percent. Which real-estate investment has more room to absorb market declines?
As discussed previously, typically self-storage rents fall towards the low end of the range for commercial real estate. This is, in part, due
to the relatively low cost to build self-storage that require no tenant improvements. Multi-family, office and retail spaces also require
constant TI costs at turnover which places further upward pressure on the rents. It is generally known that self-storage rents are slightly
below other commercial real estate, but cost a
third to half the total development cost of multifamily, office or retail properties. Only industrial
development has the potential to be lower. This
makes self-storage a welcome cost saving
alternative to financially strapped end users in
a tough economic environment. Conversely,
in a stable and growing economy, self-storage
continues to be space in high demand as
businesses expand, consumer buying power
increases and more space is needed. The selfstorage industry is undoubtedly one of the most
stable and reliable investment vehicles available
to commercial real estate investors. The low
barriers to entry in the self-storage industry
are a threat, but a topic for another time. See
you next quarter. Happy investing!

(Sources: CIVAS and Parham Group Statistics)
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THE LONG ECONOMIC EXPANSION LOOKS TO SLOW – PROPERTY MARKETS
WILL FOLLOW
In our State of the U.S. Market and 2019 Outlook, Colliers outlines current economic and property market conditions
and provides insight into what we can expect in the coming year and beyond.
We take stock of key economic and market indicators, including the changing global backdrop. This analysis was
prepared by Colliers’ national research team, with input from Colliers’ top professionals throughout the U.S. practice.
Key takeaways from this report include:
Andrew Nelson

San Francisco, CA

•

Despite current strength in economic drivers, slower economic and job growth will soon begin to challenge
property fundamentals.

•

Tapering global growth, fading fiscal stimulus and rising interest rates are combining to slow our economy,
while escalating trade tensions represent a significant downside risk. Expect a material slowdown (but not
necessarily a recession) by mid-2020.

•

The industrial sector will continue to be the top-performing property type, and the sector most favored by investors. Much of its gains
have come at the expense of the beleaguered retail sector, where the shakeout is still far from over, despite recent successes in
omnichannel retailing.

•

The multifamily sector’s strong demand shook off the supply challenges of the past couple of years. The sector will perform relatively
well during a downturn due to structural changes and cyclical dynamics favoring renting over homebuying.

•

Supply and demand dynamics in the office sector have remained broadly balanced. This notoriously cyclical sector should perform
relatively well in the next downturn, as construction has been relatively moderate and the new coworking segment may provide a
downside buffer.

•

Though property markets peaked for this cycle in 2015, leasing and sales transaction activity remain robust and pricing firm. Both
may slow sharply in the next two years, along with price appreciation and rent growth.

•

Tenants and investors alike should adopt more defensive strategies in advance of the slowdown. Tenants will want to seek out flexible
terms, while landlords look to shed underperforming assets.

Please click the link below to download the full State of the U.S. Market and 2019 Outlook.

WHAT ARE SPLIT ROLL PROPERTY TAXES AND WHY SHOULD CALIFORNIA
STORAGE OWNERS CARE?
Split property tax rolls – where commercial and residential properties are subject to different property tax rules
or rates - are currently used by over a dozen states. Some states utilize separate property tax rates for residential
and commercial properties while others tax a percentage of a property’s value based on its classification (for
example 55% of the standard rate for residential properties, 70% for commercial properties and 75% for industrial
properties).
Tom de Jong

San Jose, CA
+1 408 724 0337

Since its passing in 1978 Proposition 13 has limited state property tax assessments on any property in California
to 1% of the purchase price of that property, subject to an annual increase of either the rate of inflation or 2%,
whichever is less. Reassessments occur only when a property is sold.

A ballot initiative that will be on the November 2020 ballot in California is to split the property tax roll – continuing
the protection that Prop. 13 affords residential property owners while allowing assessors to tax commercial and
industrial properties based on their current market value and reassess these commercial and industrial properties every 3 years!
If you don’t believe this will impact you, or that Californians will oppose this “split roll” you may consider that a recent USC / Los Angeles
Times poll found that over 54% of California voters support the measure. With over 800,000 signatures submitted this measure is already
qualified for the ballot. The estimated impact of this measure would increase property taxes by anywhere from $6.5 billion to over $12.0
billion per annum.
In one self-storage specific example, a property that I recently valued has been under family ownership for 20+ years. They currently
pay approximately $113,328 in property taxes while generating close to $3,200,000 in revenue and $2,100,000 in NOI (net operating
income). Based on today’s market that property would be valued at close to $42 million. At a 1% rate the fair market taxes would be over
$420,000, an increase of over 475%. To throw salt on the wound, a 2% annual increase at the current assessed value is an increase of
$2,267, while at the newly assessed value that would equal an increase of $8,400!
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL |
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TRACKING THE FACTS FOR THE SELF- STORAGE INDUSTRY 2019!!
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SELF-STORAGE LUNCH AND LEARN!!
CIVAS CLIENT LUNCHEON

TOPICS OF DISCUSSION

Sacramento
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Salt Lake City
Detroit
Columbus
Tampa/Orlando
Chicago
New York

Overview of the Industry
Trends in the Market
Transactions
New Development
Typical Expenses
Capitalization Rates
Financing Options
How to Boost Your Value
Check in with your local Colliers
Self-Storage team member listed on
the back page for more information!

COLLIERS RATING SYSTEM
What really makes a Class A investment? This is a common problem faced when analyzing self-storage facilities. The answer is often
more involved than just the quality of building materials. For example, a high quality building in a saturated tertiary market may have the
right building materials, but lacks sound market fundamentals to truly be classified as a top tier investment. Likewise, a well maintained,
lesser quality building in a strong market with excellent exposure may not physically be as impressive, but a strong financial performer for
years to come and deserve an A rating.
Thus, we developed the following grid to help clarify investment ratings. Generally, a property that has 3 or 4 characteristics in a category
should be classified and priced accordingly. Using this rating system creates a simple, but comprehensive view of a property and how it
should perform on the market or with its local competition; giving investors an edge in their decision making process.

CATEGORY

A
*****
GOOD/EXCELLENT

B
****
AVERAGE/GOOD

C
***
FAIR/AVERAGE

Location

Major MSA

Major MSA / Secondary

Secondary / Rural

Size

40,000 SF +

20,000 - 80,000 SF +

5,000 - 30,000 SF

Access/Exposure

Freeway Exposure with Good Access or
Major Thoroughfare with Good Access and
Exposure

Major Thoroughfare with Above Average
Access and Exposure

Secondary Thoroughfare with Average
Access and Limited Exposure

Quality

Brick, Block, or Tilt-Up, with Paved Asphalt
or Concrete (Office Style/Multi-level)

Brick, Block, Tilt-Up, Steel or Wood Frame
with Metal Siding and Paved Asphalt

Steel or Wood Frame with Metal Siding and
Paved Asphalt (Can include portable units or
swing out doors)

Condition

Newer Construction, Well Maintained, No
Deferred Maintenance, Clean and Appealing

Aging Improvements, Well Maintained,
Recurring Maintenance, Clean

Older Construction, Fair Maintenance,
Potential for Costly Repairs, Appeal
Reflects Age

Occupancy

Proven Over 90% Occupancy,
Strong Fundamentals

Inconsistent Occupancy,
Average Fundamentals

Inconsistent Occupancy, Weak Fundamentals

Saturation

Low to Moderate / High Barriers to Entry

Low to Moderate / Vulnerable to New
Development

Saturated Market / New Development Risk

Amenities

On-Site Managers, Video Surveillance,
Individual Unit Alarms, Electronic Gate,
Exterior Lighting

On-Site Managers, Video Surveillance,
Electronic Gate, Exterior Lighting

On-Site Managers, Perimeter Fencing,
Exterior Lighting / Minimal

The development of this chart was based on our experience, as well as conversations with appraisers, brokers and market participants throughout the industry.
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VALUATION SERVICES AND LOCATIONS
PROFESSIONALS
Our professionals share a commitment to deliver the
highest level of service and consistent results. We
go the extra mile for our clients, whether this means
meeting a tight deadline or working with a complex
and challenging property.
TECHNOLOGY
Our unmatched report creation technology speeds
appraisals through the pipeline. This secure,
centralized production system generates a wide
range of reports and high volume portfolio orders
without delays.
INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL
Today’s business climate places valuation in a more
pivotal position than ever before. All our appraisals are evaluated and approved by an experienced review team to ensure our clients receive
concise and timely appraisals. With clear, prompt reporting and a comprehensive, big picture approach, Colliers International’s Valuation and
Advisory reports give our clients the information they need to make better business decisions.
Updated January 2019

SELF-STORAGE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS (REITS)

A review of the stock prices as of January 2010 to March 2019 provides a glimpse into value trends for the Self-Storage industry. After
experiencing a brief decline in 2008 and 2009 due to the Recession, Self-Storage surged to become the best performing REIT sector with
continual gains over the last several years. At the beginning of 2017, we saw a dip in stock values compared to the previous year, but the
1st quarter of 2019 all REITS have had a sufficient increase.
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